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Abstract
I3y the measurement theory of quantum mechanics and the method of Fourier
8
transform,we proved that the wave function qJ(x,y,z,t)-- (I)(I.,t,x)_
(2_ _/-_. ) a
(l.,t,y)_(I.,t,z). According to the theory that the velocity of any particle can not
be larger than the velocity of light and the Born interpretation, when 131 _ (ct q-
I.),_(I.,t,3)=0. But according to the calculation,we proved that for some3, even
if 13 [ > (ct+I.) ,_(I.,t,3):#0.
By the measurement theory of quantum mechanics ,if someone measures the coordinate
of a particle ,it will make the particle to the eigenstate of the coordinate. The eigen function
(with eigen value zero) of the coordinate of a particle can be assumed as follows.
when --I.<x<l.
1
c_(x ,y ,z)- (_/_)av_.. --l.<y<[.
--I.<z<L
u (x, y,z) = 0 otherwise (1)
[. is an infinitesimally positive real number. Now assume someone measures the coordinate
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of a particle at the place r=0 (r represents the coordinate),suppose this particle is measured
at the time t=0,thus this particle is made to the eigenstate (with eigen value zero) of the co-
ordinate,the wave function qJ (r,t) of this particle will satisfy the following condition
qJ(x,y,z,0) =a(x,y,z) (2)





(2_)3/2 f _b(r,0) e-ik " rd3r
_ 1 ;'-L ?-L fL--L 1 exp(--ik.x--ikyy--ik.z3dx dy dz
(2_) 3n (V/-_)s
-_" (21X)3/'---'/ (_)3 k_ sin(k.I.) sin(krL) sin(k,L)
1
Thus qJ(x,y,z,t) =_ q_(k)expO (k • r-- _k--_t) 3d3k
1 8 f+: f+: f+: 1 1 1
-- (2_) 3 (_)3 _sin (kxL) _sin (k_L) _sin (k,L)
• hk_t hk_t hk,_t
exp {_Ckxx---_-+kyy---_--_-+k,z---_-_ }dk_ dkr dk,
1 8
(I)(L ,t, x) (I)(L ,t, y) (I) (L ,t ,z)








8_(I.,t,x) f+:8 L -- cosk_L expCi(k_x----
exp Ci (k,x-- h2k_t) 3dkx





• (L ,t,y) =
q_(L ,t,z) =
= f:: exp (ik,,L) +exp (--ikxI.)
hk_t)3dk l
2t t
exp _i (k.x- hk_t )_ dk,
2/1
hk_t










_(L,t,x) = fo a _(L, ,t,X)di. ' _ a_(I.' ,t,x5]2 +¢(O,t,x)= aL' )dL'
; _ht- _ _ x+L' , . x_L' )=],dL, (11)
= ( --i 3{exp(i(- _) ]+expO( h--t-
zv z hv/z Z
a _(I.,t,x) ; 1 n {_xeXp(i ( x+L' -2- - ,9 x--L' )2 3= (1 - _) J + _--_exp (i ( - ----_ }dL'a x ___t q/r-_ --i)
; _q/_ a x+L' .v _ ,9 x--L' )2],dL,
= 1 _ (1--i) {_-_-rexp_i(- ---_) J--_L-Texp(i(2---____
__ V/_(l__i)1 7r {expG( x+I. )'3--exp(i( 3_)'3
t
--expel(x--_) 23-t- exp (i ( x )23}
x+L )23 x--L )23} (12)
2_ 2_ 2_ht
According to the theory that the velocity of any particle can not be larger than the veloc-
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ity of light e and the Born interpretation,for any t(t>0),when Ix[ >(ct-b-l.), ]Yl >(ct+
I.), Izl>(ct+L),+(x,y,z,t) will be zero. This means if 131>(ct+L),_b(3,3,3,t)will be
zero. Then by (5) ,when 131>(ct+L) ,_(I.,t,3) will be zero. Therefore when 13 ]_(ct q-
a_(I.,t,3)
I.), will be zero.03
According to (12).
0 _(L ,t ,3) 1 _ 3+I. 3--I.
- _/_ (1--i) {exp (i ( )2_ --exp (i ( )2_ } (13)
33 h__2h_ /ht 2_2 2 2_
3 (I)(L,t,3)
Now assume 33 --0 (14)
Then it is not difficu[t to see
3q-L 3--IJ
( __)2=( __)2 4_2nTr (15)
2 ht 2 _)
Where n is an integer
3L




This means when -_ is not an integer,even if [3]_(ct+l.),O_(I"t'3)03 will not be
zero. This result contradicts that when the velocity of any particle can not he larger than the
velocity of light and the Born interpretation is valid if [3[_>(ctq-I.) a _(I.,t,3) will be ze-
' ' 33
ro. This contradiction means that there is a contradiction between the measurement theory of
quantum mechanics and the theory that the velocity of any particle can not be larger than the
velocity of light.
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